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Breed said, and continued along somewhat the same line.

As a result of the fact that only one hundred and twenty-eight of the three hundred and fifty members of the class voted in the Prom, Alden, Pro., Prof. Breck had said, and continued along somewhat the same line.
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shouted, "can't shoot. Put the gun aint loaded." Whereupon Pat rejoined, "I've got to, the bird won't wait."

Prof. Talbot sounded a warning to those, present by remarking that he would wager that he had put more of the Promenies to sleep in chemistry lecture that afternoon than ever before. He qualified this remark, however, by the statement that his talk would be as small as the small girl's definition of a skeleton, "something with its insides out and its outside off."

Prof. Talbot was reminded of two graduates of the Institute, who are at present in charge of great enterprises. One is a graduate of the chemistry course, as it existed in the early years of the school when practically no engineering training was given in connection with this course. This man has known something of the customs and habits of thought of his men, who are nearly all foreigners.

The other man is the superintendent of the Welsbach Co., in Elizabeth City, N. J. He is coming to the Institute sometime in the spring to deliver a course of lectures on Industrial Management, which is due of great interest. Announcement will be made at the time, and Prof. Talbot extended an invitation to all interested to attend.

The class then proceeded in a body to the upper room of the Union to listen to President Little's lecture.

"THE DOPESTER"

Dear "Dopester": To settle a bet, will you please tell me whether the right fielder of the Athletics wore red or blue stockings. I claim to know something of the customs and habits of thought of his men, who are nearly all foreigners.

"THE MAN -WITH A PAST."